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a b s t r a c t

A wet etching process was employed to investigate the evolution of pyramids on the patterned sapphire
substrate (PSS). It has been found that the PSS comprised a hexagonal pyramid covered with six facets
f3 4 1 7g when disk-shaped SiO2 mask still remained. Three facets f1 1 0 5g were exposed when mask
was etched away. In this study, a continuous etching process was performed. It was found that another
six facets f4 5 1 30g and another three facets f1 1 0 10g appeared on the bottom and the top of pyramid.
Finally, when the etching time reached around 5 min, most of pyramids on the PSS disappeared.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are expected to play an important
role in the next-generation light source. Many techniques have
been developed for improving internal quantum efficiency (IQE)
and light extraction efficiency (LEE). Patterned sapphire substrate
(PSS) is one of these efforts. This is because most of the growth of
GaN was initiated from c-planes. As the growth time increased,
GaN epilayers on the bottom c-plane covered patterns by lateral
growth causing the threading dislocation to bend toward the
patterns resulting in the improvement of epilayer quality and
IQE [1–3]. Besides, these patterns can redirect photons, which
were originally emitted out of the escape cone, back into the
escape cone. As a result, LEE was improved [3–5].

In wet etching PSS, the sapphire substrate covered with the
SiO2 hard mask is usually etched by a mixed solution of hot H2SO4

and H3PO4. After etching, several etched facets were exposed.
It was found that when the SiO2 mask still remained on the top
c-plane, the PSS structure comprised a hexagonal pyramid covered
with six facets (6B) f3 4 1 7g with a flat top c-plane [6]. However,
when the SiO2 mask was etched away, there were three more
facets (3T) f1 1 0 5g exposed on the top.

This study investigated the evolution of these pyramids on PSS
using a continuous two-step etching process.

2. Experimental

The two-step wet etching process is illustrated in Fig. 1. For the
first-step etching, sapphire substrate with SiO2 hard mask was
immersed in a mixture etchant of H2SO4:H3PO4 (3:1) at 2701 for
8 min. It was designated as “8PSS”. The 8PSS was then dipped into
buffered oxide etchant (BOE) to remove the SiO2 mask. Samples
were then etched in the same solution for various durations. It was
designated as “tþ8PSS”, where t denotes the second-step etching
time. The surface morphology was analyzed using scanning electron
microscope (SEM), and that cross-sectional SEM inspection was
achieved after localized etching by focused ion beam.

3. Results and discussion

After the first-step etching for 8 min, the structure of 8PSS
comprised a hexagonal pyramid covered with six facets (6B)
f3 4 1 7g with a flat top c-plane. Then, SiO2 mask was removed
for the second-step etching. Fig. 2 shows the SEM images of 8PSS
after the second-step etching for 1 to 5 min. Three 3T facets
f1 1 0 5g were found on the top of 6B facets, as shown in Fig. 2(a)
and (b) [6].

When etching time reached 2 min (2þ8PSS), six “low-6-bottom”

(L6B) planes appeared on the bottom of pyramids (Fig. 2(c) and (d)).
When the second-step etching time was 3 min (3þ8PSS), 3T facets
vanished and three other facets were found on the top of L6B
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facets, as shown in Fig. 2(e). These three facets were designated as
“low-3-top” (L3T) planes. The L6B disappeared after 4-min etching,
as shown in Fig. 2(g). After 5-min etching, most of pyramids on the
PSS vanished as shown in Fig. 2(h).

Part of the evolution of 6B and 3T has been investigated in our
previous study [6]. When SiO2 mask remained, the etching rate of
6B planes was very slow. However, when mask was removed, 3T
facets appeared. As a result, with increase in etching time, the size
(height) of pyramids decreased while the 3T areas increased.

The detail of pyramid evolution during the second-step etching
was schematically illustrated in Fig. 3. After about 1.5 min, 3T facets
would touch the bottom c-plane (Fig. 3(a)). Then, L6B facets appeared
on the intersection of 6B, 3T and bottom c-plane (Fig. 3(b)). With
increase in etching time, the areas of L6B facets increased while those
of 3T and 6B decreased. At the same time, the size of pyramids
decreased (Fig. 3(a)–(c)). As the etching time increased, reached
around 2.7 min, the 3T areas vanished (Fig. 3(d)). The pyramids were
covered by six L6B facets. Then, L3T facets appeared on the top of
pyramids (Fig. 3(e)). With the increase of etching time, the area of
L3T increased, while that of L6B decreased (Fig. 3(d)–(f)). The size of
pyramid continued to decrease. Finally, the L3T facets were dominant
and disappeared gradually. The study of etching rates followed theFig. 1. The flow chart of two-step wet etching process.

Fig. 2. SEM side-view images of (a) 1þ8PSS, (b) 1.5þ8PSS, (c) 2þ8PSS, (d) 2.5þ8PSS, (e) 3þ8PSS, (f) 3.5þ8PSS, (g) 4þ8PSS and (h) 5þ8PSS (viewed from 521 to sample
normal).

Fig. 3. The detail of pyramid evolution during the second-step etching.
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approach described in Ref. [6]. The etching rates of 6B, 3T, L6B and
L3T were about 0, 0.22, 0.09 and 0.20 μm/min, respectively.

The study of plane indices of L6B and L3T followed the
approach described in Refs. [6,7]. Before built 3-dimension (3D)
models for L6B and L3T facets, several related angles were
measured. The projection of 2.5þ8PSS pyramid on the (0001)
plane is shown in Fig. 4(a). Two intersection directions of L6B
planes and c-plane were indicated by two white lines. The
measured angle between these two lines was 821. The slanted
angle between L6B facet and c-plane was measured around 251 as
shown in Fig. 4(b). On the other hand, the projection of L3T
pyramid is shown in Fig. 4(c). The measured angle was 601, while
the slanted angle between L3T facet and c-plane was 171 as shown
in Fig. 4(d).

Based on these angles, 3D models of L6B and L3T pyramids are
schematically illustrated in Fig. 5. The intercepts of L6B and L3T
planes on a1-, a3- and c-axis were measured. Then, the reciprocals
of these numbers were multiplied with the sapphire's unit length

(a¼4.759 Å and c¼12.991 Å). As a result, the calculated Miller–
Bravais indices of L6B and L3T planes were f4 5 1 30g and
f1 1 0 10g, respectively.

These L6B and L3T plane indices were confirmed by calculating
the angles among L6B, L3T and c-planes [6,7]. Before confirming
the angle between L6B planes and c-plane, the intersection
directions of L6B planes were calculated. One of these directions
was f1010 3g as shown in Fig. 5(a). The calculated angle between
½10 10 3� and [001] (normal direction of c-plane) was 64.71. In
other words, the cross-sectional slanted angle was 25.31, which
was almost the same as those angles observed in Fig. 4(b). Two
intersection directions of L6B planes and c-plane were calculated
by the cross product of normal directions of these planes [7] They
were ½140� and ½540�. The calculated angle between these two
directions was 81.81, which was almost the same as those angles
observed in Fig. 4(a). On the other hand, the calculated angle
between L3T planes and c-plane (0001) was 17.51, and between
the intersection directions of L3T planes and c-plane was 601,

Fig. 4. SEM images of 2.5þ8PSS. (a) Top-view image. (b) Side-view of the cross-sectional illustration from (a) indicated by black lines. SEM images of 4þ8PSS. (c) Top-view
image. (d) Side-view of the cross-sectional image.

Fig. 5. Schematic illustrations of (a) 2.7þ8PSS and (b) 4þ8PSS.
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which were almost the same as those angles observed in Fig. 5
(d) and (c), respectively.

4. Conclusions

Wet etching of PSS has been employed to improve both IQE and
LEE of GaN-based LEDs. Several etched facets were exposed on the
PSS. In this study, a two-step wet etching process was employed to
investigate the evolution of these facets on the PSS. The substrate
with the SiO2 mask was immersed in a H3PO4-based etchant at
2701 for various durations. When the SiO2 mask remained on the
top c-plane, PSS has hexagonal pyramid structures covered with
six 6B facets f3 4 1 7g. When the SiO2 mask was etched away,
three 3T facets f1 1 0 5g were found on the top. With increase in
etching time, other six L6B facets f4 5 1 30g appeared on the
bottom of pyramids. When the second-step etching time reached
3 min, another three L3T facets f1 1 0 10g were found on the top.
Finally, when the etching time reached around 5 min, most of
pyramids on the PSS disappeared.
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